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1. INTRODUCTION 

      The development process is a complex phenomenon and also a continual process and as such needs a permanent 
institution for its management. Over the years, the hope of significant development in Nigeria has not materialized 
notwithstanding government’s continuous assertion “that its efforts, policies and programmes are for development of the 
country” (Obi, Nwanegbo, 2006). This developmental impasse is compounded by the need for countries to make their 
development sustainable. Hence, Nigeria is not just faced with the need to develop but also achieving sustainable 
development, which simply means a process of meeting human development goals while sustaining the ability of natural 
systems to continue to provide the natural resources and ecosystem services upon which the economy and society depend.  

      In an attempt to achieve sustainable development, governments at various levels in Nigeria have rolled out some 
developmental roadmaps which may or may not have yielded any success. Taking cognizance of government’s fiscal policy, 
routed in budget formulation and implementation across the various levels of government in Nigeria, one will assert that 
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the prospect for achieving sustainable development in Nigeria depends largely on budget implementation, hence, budget 
implementation poses a major challenge to the achievement of sustainable development.  

      Nonetheless, the focus of this study is to critically examine the budget implementation process of governments in 
Nigeria, to ascertain in clear terms its impact on the enormous effort to achieve sustainable development in Nigeria, with 
emphasis on Government of Anambra State under the watchful eyes of Mr. Peter Obi (2007-2013). 

      Recently, most policies have not achieved their desired objective as implementation problems occur repeatedly across 
the programmes of government. The huge developmental deficit in Anambra State before Peter Obi assumed office 
propelled him to initiate a roadmap to sustainable development popularly known as Anambra Integrated Development 
Strategy (ANIDS) which is a domestication of the goals of sustainable development and with annual budgetary allocation 
channeled to its attainment. In other words, this study examines whether the implementation of ANIDS programme has 
been a success and how the success could be sustained. 

2.  CONCEPTUAL DISCOURSE ON BUDGET 

      Budget is a policy statement of government proposed revenue and expenditure over a specified period, usually one year 
taking into consideration the prevailing political, economic and social conditions nationally and internationally. However, 
Budget Implementation implies government expenditure on such policies and programmes found in the budget. ANIDS: 
Anamba Integrated Development Strategy, was formulated by Peter Obi’s administration (2007-2013) to guide its pursuit 
of sustainable development in Anambra State. Development is a multi-faceted concept that deals with increasing capacity 
to make rational use of natural and human resources for social ends.  

      However, Olurankise (2012) argued that budget is an instrument stipulating policies and programmes aimed at realizing 
the development objectives of a government. In the same vein Olusola (1999) empirically investigated the relationship 
between government expenditure and economic growth in Nigeria. The econometric results indicated that real government 
capital expenditure has a positive influence on real output, that is to say that real government recurrent expenditure affects 
growth only by little. A study by Ogiogio (1995) revealed that recurrent expenditure exerts more influence than capital 
expenditure on growth.  

      However, Akpan (2005) used a disaggregated approach to determine the components (capital, recurrent, administrative, 
economic service, social and community service and transfer) of government expenditure that enhances growth, and those 
that do not, hence, the author concluded that there was no significant association between most components of government 
expenditure and economic growth in Nigeria. Dowrick (1990) used the share of aggregated public expenditure in health, 
education and social transfers to explain economic growth, hence, he found out that social transfers and education had 
positive effect on growth.  

      Furthermore, Lawal (2011) posited that development is a vital necessity to the growth and sustenance of any vibrant 
country. Thus, for development to be ensured, socio-political and economic stability should be guaranteed at all levels of 
government as this will promote citizen’s attachment to the government process. In as much as development is vital to any 
nation’s progress, Okereke and Ekpe (2002) observed that there has been an unequal level of development in world and this 
has precipitated numerous scholarly debates and postulations, explaining why some country are more developed than others.  

      Therefore, Lynn (2014) posited that sustainable development is the practice of maintaining processes of productivity 
indefinitely, natural or human made, by replacing resources used with resources of equal or greater value without degrading 
or endangering natural biotic systems. In the same vein, Adejumo (2014) posited that sustainable development could be 
referred to as efficient management of resources of human survival taking into consideration both the presents and future 
generations.  
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2.1 Theorizing Budgetary Allocation and Implementation  

      The study adopted System Theory as its framework of analysis, which was domesticated in Political Science by David 
Easton in his Systematic Approach to the analysis of the political system vis-à-vis input and output matrix, hence, the system 
of interaction in any system through which binding or authoritative allocations are made and implemented.  

INPUT AND OUTPUT MATRIX 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, one question is if the programmes are in line with the need of the people. Hence in reconciling the theory 
with the study it gives a clear view that to attain development as well as sustainable development require a coordinate 
planning and implementation of policy programmes. Therefore, Systems Theory is most appropriate in explaining how 
budget implementation could aid or scuttle the attainment of sustainable development. Hence, the analogy is that for any 
meaningful development to take place in any society, there must be a deliberate coordination of plans and programmes 
towards achieving it and no government plant or programme can successfully be implemented without adequate funding, 
and such funding are usually provided in the budget. 

2.2 Some indices of Development:  

      This study is anchored on the fact that some vital factor should be the driving force propelling the process of development 
in a state. As such, it germane to consider some of these as indices of development that forms the bedrock for socio-political 
discovery and recovery. Below are some of the indices extracted from the sustainable development goals plan. 
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 Good health and well-being  
 Quality Education  
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 Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions  
 Partnership for the Goals. 

2.3 Budget Implementation and Development Process of Anambra State 

      In September 2013, African Centre for Leadership, Strategy and Development (ACLSD) published a study it carried 
out which revealed that; as a yearly ritual, the Anambra State Government of Nigeria always present a budget which was 
expected to achieve some stipulated goals at the end. The years between 2007-2013 were no exceptions but interestingly, 
the budget thrust and philosophy rotates on integrated development.  

Table 2.1: Policy and Budget Thrust/Philosophy and Key Strategy Sectors (2007-2013) 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

THRUST/PHILOSOPHY  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

Integrated 
development  

KEY SECTORS  

Roads  

Agriculture  

Health  

Environmental 
development  

Education 

Commerce & 
Industry  

Finance & 
Investment  

Roads & 
Transport 

Health  

Education  

Agriculture  

Water supply  

Industry  

Road & 
Transport  

Education  

Agriculture  

Water supply  

Energy  

Industry  

Youth & 
Sports  

Road & 
Transport  

Housing 

Finance & 
Investment  

Health  

Commerce & 
Industry  

Rural 
Electrification  

Water Supply 
& Resources  

Land   

Roads & 
Transport  

Health  

Education  

Commerce & 
industry  

Land & urban 
development  

Agriculture  

Water & 
Electricity  

Environment  

Agriculture  

Education  

Roads & 
Transport  

Commerce & 
Industry  

Environment  

Health  

Water & 
Electricity  

Transport  

Agriculture  

Environment 
(Sewage & 
Drainages)  

Water supply & 
Resources  

Education  

Health  

Source: Centre LSD Book Series No. 6 

      The budget philosophy and thrust for the period 2007-2013 in Anambra State show same policy direction. It is pertinent 
to note that the thrust of every budget is paramount considering the fact that it helps to analyze how every government make 
expenditures in pursuant of its economic, social and political goals which places more emphasis on social and economic 
goals of poverty alleviation and creation of an enabling environment for the private sector. Furthermore, provision of basic 
levels of education (primary and secondary) and preventive health care services as well as food security were recognized as 
central to increasing the welfare of the poor. Also, an enabling environment for the private sector to thrive consist of 
adequate, properly regulated, well-maintained and efficient infrastructure, roads, electricity, water, waste disposal and other 
similar facilities. That is to say that an appropriate mix of public spending which hinges on equity and efficiency brought 
about Integrated Development within the period.  
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Table 2.2: Total Sectoral Budgetary Allocations for the Period 2007-2013 

Major sectors 
/years 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 Total 

Education 3,711,495,090 4,697,358,000 10,221,200,000 9,641,898,500 11,933,616,680 21,990,490.,00 21,975,925,000 84,171,983,270 

Health 2,757,187,000 3,533,828,000 138,014,000 3,748,514,000 4,154,997,600 4,710,514,000 4,942,114,000 27,985,168,600 

Information, 
Culture & 
Tourism 

412,250,000 454,000,000 601,500,000 514,500,000 381,955,130 469,148,000 1,039,117,000 13,872,470,130 

Agriculture 
&Natural 
Resources 

999,485,329 859,534,800 779,500,000 805,500,000 1,359,368270 1,515,936,000 1,412,300,000 7,731,624,399 

Works (roads, 
Bridges 

&Drainages) 

12,573,820,000 16,292,150,000 15,835,500,000 12,837,500,000 10,861,435,170 20,129,600,000 16,301,100,000 104,831,105,170 

Environment 2,849,000,000 3,000,778,000 102,000,000 101,500,000 125,585.380 47,000,000 1,012,000,000 7,237,863,380 

Water Supply 
& Resources 

805,000,000 2,020,000,000 1,181,000,000 1,730,000,000 1,718,000,000 1,696,000,000 2,483,000,000 12,330,000,000 

Commerce & 
Industry 

2,121,000,000 2,391,040,290 2,065,000,000 1,720,500,000 330,000,000 - - 8,630,540,290 

Executive 
Governor’s 

Office/House 

3,765,000,000 7,228,689,130 9,097,000,000 7,370,000,000 818,000,000 800,000,000 2,470,000,000 31,548,689,130 

Deputy 
Governors 

Office 

157,500,000 282,500,000 350,000,000 321,500,000 1,430,809,650 1,480,000,000 1,154,000,000 5,176,309,650 
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Secretary to 
the State 
Government  

853,000,00 972,000,000 1,370,000,000 1,404,200,000 7,097,489,640 6100,000,000 28,441,791,000 46,238,480,640 

Head of 
Service  

1,139,600,000 1,022,200,000 1,106,000,000 1,106,000,000 311,223,860 330,000,000 324,000,000 5,645,023,860 

 

Science 
Technology & 
Mineral 
Resources 

 

64,200,000 

 

191,000,000 

 

228,000,000 

 

164,000,000 

 

1,400,024,130 

 

1,459,160,000 

 

324,000,000 

 

5,992,134,130 

Women 
Affairs & 
Social 
Development  

1,430,500,000 953,6000,000 868,500,000 668,500,000 1,070,337,260 1,184,000,000 2,485,750,000 7,456,437,260 

Economic 
Planning & 
Budget  

530,550,000 398,278,790 364,000,000 1,500,000,000 166,761,510 185,620,000 161,800,000 3,307,010,300 

Legislature 
(State House 
of Assembly) 

906,500,000 2,123,100,000 2,224,600,000 2,340,000,000 593,623,450 486,000,000 484,500,000 9,158,323,450 

Lands, Survey 
& Urban 
Planning  

881,000,000 1,631,465,000 1,530,000,000 1,343,500,000 1,695,304,410 556,476,000 560,000,000 8,197,745,410 

Youth & 
Sports  

647,651,000 1,254,100,000 989,500,000 859,500,000 49,900,000 60,700,000 60,000,000 3,922,051,000 

Housing & 
Urban 
Development  

1,550,000,000 3,776,400,000 3,059,000,000 2,477,000,000 2,192,224,000 2,014,000,000 2,075,500,000 17,144,124,000 
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Public Utilities 
& Community 
Development  

570,000,000 756,000,000 500,000,000 399,000,000 1,446,171,580 1,271,500,000 1,266,000,000 6,208,671,580 

Special Duties 
& Transport  

7,200,000 9,500,000 700,000 17,000,000 887,548,130 700,000,000 658,000,000 2,279,948,130 

Rural 
Electrification  

200,000,000 1,455,000,000 1,200,000,000 1,064,000,000 2,508,992,690 1,867,500,000 1,464,300,000 9,749,792,690 

Source: Centre LSD Book Series No. 6 (Anambra State Approved Budget 2007-2013)
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      Taking cognizance of the tables above, the budget allocation between the periods 2007-2013 reflected an understanding 
that a good policy such as Anambra Integrated Development Strategy needs fiscal backup through adequate budget 
allocation and implementation. This implies that any developmental plan that is not backed up with sufficient budgetary 
plan and financial allocation is bound to fail. Hence, one would not discuss the achievement of sustainable development in 
the State without reference to how the budgetary provision aided or scuttled it.  

      It is evident that the budget allocation to key sectors that have direct influence of welfare of the people such as Education, 
Health, Agriculture, Works, Water Supply, and Resources, Housing and Urban Development, Public utilities and 
Development. Only Education and Works received to a large extent a commendable continuous incremental budgetary 
allocation from 2007-2013. However, a properly planned and executed investment in capital projects is what translates to 
greater availability of infrastructure and promote quicker socio-economic development, hence the quantum of infrastructural 
development and actual expenditure of the resources mapped out for the implementation of such project is indicative of 
genuine commitment to development. 

2.4 Accountability in Budget Implementation: Key to sustainable development  

      Succinctly, accountability is an important variable that must mix with budget implementation process, in order to 
achieve effective budget implementation that can impact on sustainable development in any society. That is to say that 
budget accountability demands discipline and conformity as a cardinal principle in budget implementation. It seems to 
streamline the budgetary allocation in accordance with the policy objective of the government as well as sole implementation 
of approved allocations on stipulated projects.  

      To further promote accountability in the implementation of budgetary allocation, sectoral accountability measures were 
taken, for instance, the Education Sector initiated a mid-term plan named; The State Education Sector Operation Plan 
(SESOP) and involving stakeholders in the sector, each having its own role/responsibilities, the agricultural sector also 
followed suit. 

Table 2.3: Stakeholders and their Role in Education Sector 

Stakeholders Roles 
Ministry of Education  Provides policy guide and oversight for the sector  
Governing Council  Provides policy guide and oversight for tertiary institution  
Post Primary Schools Services Commission 
(PPSSC) 

Executes policies for secondary schools. 

Anambra State universal Basic Education Board 
(ASUBEB) 

Executes policies for primary schools.  

Association of Conference of Principals of 
Secondary Schools (ACOPSS) 

Provides checks and balances  

Nigeria Union of Teachers (NUT) Provides checks and balances  
SCHOOL Based Management Committee and 
PTAs 

Strengthening of school management, ownership and 
accountability 

Local Government Education Authorities 
(LGEAs) 

Collaboration with ASUBEB 

Town Unions and Community Based Organization 
(CBOs) 

Monitor activities in the school in collaboration with 
government. 

Non Governmental Organizations (NGOs) Acts as watchdogs and report appropriately  
Faith Based Organisations (FBOs) Ownership, partnership and management/administration of 

schools 
Private Sector  Ownership and management of school 

Source: Government of Anambra State (2013) 
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Table 2.4: Stakeholders in Agricultural Sectors and Roles  

Stakeholders Roles 
Ministry Of Agricultural And Rural Development (MOA 
& RD) 

Provides policy guide and oversight for the sector 

Agricultural Development Programme Implement projects, provide extension services to farmers  
FADAMA III Project Provides extension services and credit facilities for farmers 
National Programme for Food Security (NPFS) Provides extension support to farmers and ensure food security  
Rural Finance Provides credit facilities for farmer groups 
All Farmers Association of Nigeria (AFAN) Coordinate the activities of farmers groups and kisses with 

government on behalf of farmers 
Cooperatives Organize farmers group to access credit 
Local Government Areas Provide extension services supervise and distribute 

agricultural inputs in communities  
Non Governmental Organisations and Community Based 
Organisations (NGOs & CBOs) 

Act as watchdogs and report appropriately  

Source: Government of Anambra State (2013) 

3 ANIDS PROGRAMME IN PERSPECTIVE 

      There were a lot of testimonies to the success of ANIDS towards sustainable development in Anambra State. In a report 
on Vanguard newspaper published on January 10, 2012; titled “Perspectives on the ANIDS model in Anambra” Peter Obi 
administration’s developmental effort was brought under spotlight.  

      According to the report, when the Peter Obi Administration assumed office in the year 2006, its programme of action 
was tagged Anambra Integrated Development Strategy (ANIDS). It is a novel initiative; a multi-sectoral model predicted 
on the internationally-acclaimed Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) of eradication of extreme poverty and hunger, 
gender equality and women empowerment, reduction of child mortality, boost to maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS, 
malaria and other diseases, environmental sustainability and global partnership in development. According to the report, 
now in its second term and six years in office, the Obi administration has made tremendous impact on the polity, economy 
and social status of State with its ANIDS model. Across board, there are impressive and evidence based outcomes with 
testimonies from the people whose lives these projects have touched. First are heavy investments to enable institutional 
structures.  

      These include instilling transparency in the management of public affairs; boosting confidence and efficiency in the 
three arms of government (Executive, Legislature and Judiciary and their apparatuses) strengthening the infrastructural base 
of the country today with over 500 kilometers of urban and rural roads majority of them dual drainages, water schemes, 
waste and emergency management, generating Master Plans for three major cities (Awka, the capital, Onitsha and Nnewi), 
housing development, concrete support primary, secondary and tertiary healthcare and educational services, and many 
others. With the broad theme, “Towards a sustainable Youth Development Culture in Anambra” the Obi administration was 
steadily firmly up the Youth Foundation through the Anambra State Youth Re-Orientation and Empowerment Programme 
(ANSYREP), then in its third phase, incorporating character development and moral values into vocational training, the 
Governor reveals that ANSYREP reinforces the basic industrious inclinations of our people and will lead to renewed growth 
of cottage industries and private initiative”.  

      Towards the end of 2011, some 1,500 youths were given grants ranging from N25,000 to N100,000 as support in their 
chosen vocations and skills the government had sponsored them to acquire. In sync with today’s best practices, the 
Government is collaborating with national and international organizations to inculcate information and communication 
technology competency in various sectors and sub-sectors to enhance competitiveness and cooperate governance. Today, 
every Local Government Area of the State now has a Microsoft Academy and virtually all secondary schools have computer 
equipment. Anyone familiar with pre-2006 Anambra State would appreciate the steady return of peace and stability in the 
area. Today, citizen involvement is at the heart of Community Policing in the State. As far back as its first tenure, the 
administration was providing support to the Nigerian Police and Nigerian Army in the sums of N10 million and N15million 
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monthly respectively. Similarly, the Governor encouraged all town unions in the State to set up security committees and 
vigilante groups which, of course, are being supervised by the Nigerian Police Force and provided relevant equipment for 
clear identification. The report went further to note that one of the unique aspects of the ANIDS model is that it cuts across 
public and private sectors. This has been especially telling in educational and health services. In the third week of November 
2011, the Government formerly returned over 1,000 schools to their initial Missionary-owners. Beyond the handover, 
Governor also committed firm financial support for the Missions to the tune of N6 billion, spread over 15 months and 
subject to satisfactory submission of work plans (Vanguard Newspaper, Jan. 10 2012). 

      Interestingly, Government will continue to cater to the Schools staff salaries, while the Missions will be in charge of 
general administration. Private health services in the state also received regular support from the Obi Administration. 
Governor Obi disbursed N1 billion (of pledged N3 billion) to selected missionary healthcare providers. The funds would 
cover money to be utilized by the hospitals to improve their infrastructural improvements, including hostels and 
accreditation exercises. On the same occasion, MDGs medical equipment worth N135 million were distributed to over 105 
Government and mission health establishments in the State. During the 2011 Yuletide, the Obi Administration launched a 
N4 billion Security Trust Fund, and also disbursed N354 million to ensure decent security and road maintenance. It was a 
Second State in the Federation, after Lagos to Launch such a Fund (Vanguard Newspaper, Jan. 10 2012).  

      Similarly, the government launched a Youth Empowerment Fund, which has a lot of emphasis on Agriculture and Agro-
business. The Government provided N300 million in seed money, while individuals and private organizations are steadily 
donating to the Fund. The Obi Administration was also actively exploring and exploiting partnerships with the private 
sector. In the same vein, the State has attracted support and collaboration with Development Partners, including the Word 
Bank, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and 
European Union (EU), and never defaulted in payment of its counterpart contributions. Remarkably, under Peter Obi’s 
management, Anambra State did not borrow money from any quarter and is not indebted either and this covers salaries and 
emoluments, pensions and payments to contractors (Vanguard Newspaper, Jan. 10 2012).  

      In a related account, a report by Alfred Ajayi of Radio Nigeria Purity FM Awka, Anambra State, was carried out in 
partnership and support of Ford Foundation and the International Center for Investigative Reporting about the success of 
MDGs in Anambra State. According to the report, investigation revealed that MDGs implementation started in 2007 under 
the administration of Governor Peer Obi. Professor Stella Chinyere Okunna, Former Commissioner for Economic Planning 
and Budget in the State, who also chaired the MDGs Implementation Committee said Governor Peter Obi pursed MDGs 
with uncommon commitment. “The MDGs were also his vision because when he came in, he adopted what he called 
Anambra Integrated Development Strategy- ANIDS, because every sector needed attention, none was developed. She 
further said that for the Obi Administration, achieving the MDGs was almost like a do ro die affair as the administration 
devoted every effort to it. She stressed that Obi put in a lot of money into the MDGs, because it tallied with his vision. 
Because it was Peter Obi’s vision, he put in a lot of money. MDGs would not have given you such huge sums. For every 
implantation circle, you put in like N500 million or N600 million. They give you another six hundred million, that is, 
N1.2billion. But Peter Obi put in billions and billions of Anambra money”.  

      According to a document containing the MDGs conditional Grant Scheme, between 2007 and 2013, 360 VIP toilets and 
120 solar powered boreholes were provided in the 21 local government areas of the State in 2007 (source). The year 2008 
saw the construction and equipping of 10 skills acquisition centres, drilling of 66 solar powered boreholes, supply of 21 
ambulance buses to all the local government areas, provision of water buses to riverine areas of Anambra East, Anambra 
West, Awka North and Onitsha North as well as supply of medical equipment and drugs to 138 primary health centres, 
PHCs, and 15 general hospitals hospitals in all local government areas. In 2009, 42 primary health care centers were 
rehabilitated, skills acquisition centres constructed, medical equipments were supplied to 105 PHCs, while small town water 
schemes were executed in Awka South, Njikoka, Dunukofia, Nnewi South, Anaocha and Oyi Local Government Areas. 
Medical equipments and drugs were supplied to PHCs in Awka North and Orumba South and Anambra West Local 
Government Area in 2011, with massive renovation for school infrastructure, provision of boreholes, reactivation of solar 
powered boreholes and construction of VIP toilets. Small town water schemes were provided in Achalla, Awka North; 
Ozubulu in Ekwusigo, Umuoji and Obosi in Idemili North, Oba in Idemili South, as well as in Ogbaru, while hostel blocks 
were constructed at school of Nursing, Iyienu, School of Midwifery Idemili North, Saint Charles Boromeo Hospital Onitsha, 
Holy Rosary Nkpor, Schools of Nursing, Midwifery and Medical Laboratory Science all in Ihiala, School of Midwifery 
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Adazi, Heart Center Adazi and General Hospital Amaku Awka. Under the 2011 MDGs Conditional Grant Schemes, CGS, 
N600 million was disbursed to three local government areas, while 304 projects were delivered across water, health and 
education sectors (source).  

      In 2012, 2,250 persons from 25 communities of Anaocha, Anambra West, Ihiala, Ogbaru and Orumba South Local 
Government Areas benefitted from the MDGs Conditional Cash Transfer. In 2013, it was construction and renovation of 
classroom blocks, provision of school black boards, instructional materials, financial grants to co-operative societies, 
purchase of medical drugs and equipment, provision of referral ambulances, provision of motorized boreholes, rehabilitation 
of water facilities, provision of waste management equipment in health facilities, in Anaocha, Ekwusigo, Idemili North, 
Ogbaru, Ihiala and Oyi. The sum of N5 billion was provided for the execution of projects ahead of the 2015 MDGs deadline, 
for the execution of regional large water schemes, small town water projects boreholes. Abattoirs, Schools, healthcare 
facilities and medical staff quarters amongst others. In September 2013, Cheques for another N1.2 billion were handed over 
to six other local government areas of Anaocha, Ihiala, Idemili North, Ekwusigo, Ogbaru, and Oyi, with each receiving 
N200 million, to develop healthcare, renovate schools and sink boreholes, among others.  

      In February 2014, N10 billion naira was released to continue rehabilitation of public and mission schools and for 
accelerated execution of various projects, all in a bid to meet the MDGs. Still on the report, and on the sport assessment 
done by the Radio Nigeria Purity FM, Alfred Ajayi saw the residents in selected communities submit that MDGs was a 
mixed blessing in the State. The Chairman of the MDGS Implementation Committee during the last administration, 
Professor Chinyere Okunna, claimed the Programmes was a huge success (Ajayi, 2016). “I do not want to be immodest, but 
your performance in MDGs was quite good. I think we were about the first State to carry out poverty mapping in Nigeria, 
supported by DFID. We did that to identify where the extreme poor people live and we saw that they were in Anyamelum, 
Anambra West, Orumba South, Awka North and Ogbaru side without neglecting other local government areas, we 
concentrated on them” Okunna stated: “And again, one thing we found out was that their poverty was mainly because they 
were inaccessible, they had no road. So, the very first road we built as a government was to anyamelum. We opened up 
those rural areas with good roads, so that they could evacuate their farm produce because they were all food producing 
areas. They began to have access to inputs for agriculture even for visit from government officials and the poverty level 
improves drastically. In the area of education, Professor Okunna said one of the biggest steps taken by the Peter Obi 
Administration was the return of schools back to missions. There was opposition from his own government, NUT, 
everybody. But he defied everybody and returned them and that has really revolutionized education here (Ajayi, 2016). 

      The church came into a kind of unique partnership with the government. There was massive renovation of schools and 
construction of new classrooms blocks in every Community which gave the facelift. The money was given directly to the 
Schools, which engendered honesty and competition (Ajayi, 2016). It was cheaper so they could renovate hundreds of 
classrooms. “If you had awarded contracts, may be one quarter of what was done would have been done. The morale of the 
teachers was boosted because secondary schools in the State, whether public, mission or private received computers, library, 
laboratory equipments and buses. And the seed we sowed began to germinate even when Peter Obi was still there, our 
children began to lead in WAEC and NECO” (Ajayi, 2016).         

      From the foregoing, we were able to establish that Anambra State Government under Peter Obi (2007-2013) placed its 
priority on improving Education Sectors, Health Sector, Agricultural Sectors as well as infrastructural development and 
other sectors. Nonetheless, we discovered some cases of discord between budget thrust and budgetary allocation, where 
budgetary allocations to the Governor’s Office and Secretary to the State Government received more funding than the 
housing sector, youths and sports development, environment etc. However, it is evident that achieving socio-political 
development hinges a lot on the availability of fund and consistence policy plans and as well as accountability in budget 
implementation.  

4.   CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS   

      Despite the fact that the government has contributed to the development of the state more needs to be done to take the 
state level of development to a meaningful height. To that extent the study recommends as follows: 

  To achieve meaningful development, adequate funding through budgetary allocation and implementation should 
be ensured. 
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 That government at all levels should partner with faith based organizations, NGOs and relevant stakeholders in each 
sector in the implementation of budget allocation to improve accountability in budget implementation.  
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